Site Scored ____________________________  Your Name __________________________________

Score each criterion with 2, 1, or 0 points:

_____  2 points if link to log in is easy to find. Withhold points if there is a log out without being logged in.

_____  2 points if clicking the link gets log in dialog

Check for authentication failure by entering bogus and no credentials a few times.

_____  2 points if authentication fails after 3rd bogus attempt and delivers appropriate message

Log in with your 2016Winter credentials. Note the positioning of Login Advice.

..Use the reports. There should be 2 GET data demos and one POST.

_____  2 points if menu for logged in user is uncluttered and simple report choices work

_____  2 points if navigation is consistent and easy with links back to menu and home page

Click the link to the application form

_____  2 points if all labels and inputs are neatly aligned as in the sample forms

_____  2 points if Log In Advice is/was displayed at the upper right of each protected page

_____  2 points if 1) Application form meets specs for First & Last Name, Extra Line, Address, City, State, and Zip.
   2) There is at least one multi-check box, an array of radio buttons, and at least one multi-select.

Leaving the form’s text boxes empty, check some check boxes, make some selections, make note of them, and click the Submit button

_____  2 points JavaScript should deliver an appropriate message about empty fields and block submit!

Uncheck the Run JavaScript box and submit incomplete form again.

_____  2 points if 1) PHP delivers appropriate messages about missing name and address fields, except for Extra Line which is optional, and 2) returns checkboxes and selects as they were filled in!

Fill in the form completely with good-looking fake data using a name similar to your own

_____  2 points if the form accepts the data and is all data is returned with checks and selects as you made them

Return to the menu and check out the Applicants report

_____  2 points if your entry is shown on the Applicants report and it displays multi-check and multi-select data appropriately

Return to the menu and click on a link to the form or another protected page. Highlight the address and copy it to the clipboard. Then log out of the site and paste the copied link into the address bar

_____  2 points if the app delivers an appropriate message about page only available for logged in users. After logging in, the app delivers you to the page you requested.

Comments: